
Cutting and Personalization Machine Ksix 
Mini for front and back screen protectors

DESCRIPTION

The cutting and personalization plotter machine Ksix Mini allows you to cut front 

and back screen protectors for any terminal or device. Fast, easy to use and with a 

compact design that adapts to any space, it cuts the protectors in the right size 

with the highest precision and in the shortest time possible. It incorporates its 

own app, which is continuously updated to offer cuts for the latest device models 

on the market. The best solution to avoid unnecessary overstock and always have 

universal consumables compatible with any terminal. Furthermore, it will take up 

minimum space in your point of sale.

Protectors on the spot

The wide range of devices offered by the app will allow you to create protectors 

up to 20 cm wide for any smartphone model, such as iPhone 14, Samsung Galaxy 

S22, Xiaomi 12X, Oppo Find X5..., smartwatches such as Apple Watch Series, 

Samsung Galaxy Watch 4, Xiaomi Watch S1 Active..., or tablets up to 11”. An 

endless number of possibilities in the same machine with which you will save 

space in your own store while allowing you to generate material based on the 

current demand.

Compatible with all types of films

This cutting plotter has been designed to cut different types of materials such as 

all those offered by Ksix: Ksix Extra-Strong Films, Ksix UV Films, Ksix 

Antibacterial Films, Ksix Flexy Films... Protectors suitable for all screens, scratch 

resistant and that fit perfectly to the screen height and definition. Furthermore, it 

also provides cuts for back protectors customized with your own images or 

designs.

Integrated Android App

This Ksix hydrogel cutting plotter with WiFi connection is managed through its 

own App, which comes integrated into the machine itself, without the need for 

extra devices. Our team is constantly working on updating all the new device 

brands and models that are released on the market, which are instantly updated 

on the machine without the need to do anything. In addition, this plotter is 

available in more than 80 languages.

Color HD touch screen

Our cutting machine has a 5.5” HD color touch screen from which you can select 

the cutting system, the device model and the type of cut, among many other 

settings. From this screen you can control the cutting of both front and back 

hydrogel protectors. Furthermore, it incorporates an intuitive interface that will 

allow you to operate the machine in the easiest way possible.

Maximum precision and cutting speed

Its high precision tungsten steel blade of ±0.1 MM and cutting speed of 

approximately 80 mm/s can achieve optimal results in a few seconds. In addition, 

its built-in smart sensor can adjust the blade to avoid any movements during the 

cutting process.
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Compact and space-saving design

This MINI cutting plotter features a modern and minimalistic design, perfect for 

showcasing it in your own store thanks to its finishes and its blue color. A machine 

that takes up minimal space thanks to its dimensions of 42 x 18.5 x 12.8 cm and is 

very easy to move thanks to its weight of only 5.4 kg.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Brand compatibility Universal

Model compatibility Universal
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STRENGTHS
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REF. BXCUTMAQMINI EAN: 8427542129075 Recommended retail price: €699.90
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